Asterion Space

takes virtual citizenship into a new
dimension. The virtual world is a decentralized community where
everyone is in control of respective issues, and interactions and
transactions are powered by distributed computing and
blockchain.
The platform is open source, and deploys smart contracts to
empower every individual in the voting process. Each token is
priced at USD1, and proceeds will go towards developing the
virtual world and promotions.

Managed in partnership with Asterion Space, the bank will

handle all the resources of users. Given the history of Asterion
Space and trends in bitcoin cryptome, Investors will be happy to
know they have the opportunity to value their resources a thousand
times over. It is predicted that the value of the Asterion or square
meter token in this world may be several thousand dollars in the
future.

At Asterion Space,

our vision and mission are to
do something new and inventive today. We are creating and
realizing a new strategy for the trajectory of humankind.
The Asterion Space is for everyone who wants to be part of
something new, something revolutionary. We accept all innovators
with open arms. Here, we believe that Civilization has reached
a collective understanding of the value of human capital, as well as
the creative power of personality in the development of a new
society.

Executive Summary - At Asterion Space,

our vision and mission are to do something new and
inventive today. We are creating and realizing a new
strategy for the trajectory of humankind. The Asterion
Space is for everyone who wants to be part of something
new, something revolutionary. We accept all innovators
with open arms. Here, we believe that Civilization has
reached a collective understanding of the value of human
capital, as well as the creative power of personality in the
development of a new society.
At Asterion Space we believe that change cannot be
achieved by fighting existing reality but by creating a
newer, more eﬃcient model. This understanding will be
reflected in the new, post-industrial community basis of
the future.

Asterion Space is an open-source initiative to build a virtual reality
world. It uses blockchain technology to claim and
transfer virtual land, keeping a permanent record of
ownership and will enable to create virtual communities
in the near future. A public Virtual Reality world should
be ruled by open standards, shielded from the agenda
of any central organization.
A public virtual reality world should be ruled by open
standards, shielded from the agenda of any central
organization. In Asterion, users are landowners and
have full control over the content of their land. To make
this possible, Asterion uses blockchain technology as a
permanent, immutable record of ownership.

Blockchain Technology -

is the world's leading
software platform for digital assets. Oﬀering the largest production
blockchain platform in the world, we are using new technology to
build a radically better financial system. Our software has powered
over 100m transactions and empowered users in 140 countries
across the globe to transact quickly and without costly
intermediaries. We also oﬀer tools for developers and real-time
transaction data for users to analyze the burgeoning digital
economy.
Blockchain is an expanding list of records called blocks, which are
linked and secured using cryptography. Each block typically
contains a hash pointer as a link to a previous block, a timestamp
and transaction data. By design, a blockchain is inherently resistant
to modification of the data. It is an open, distributed ledger that
can record transactions between two parties eﬃciently and in a
way that is permanent and can be verified. For use as a distributed
ledger, a peer-to-peer network typically manages a blockchain.
Collectively, this adheres to a contract that validates new blocks.
Once the new block is recorded, the data in any given block cannot

be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent
blocks, which requires collusion of the network majority.
One of the greatest, and perhaps most unused abilities of the
blockchain technology are the incentive to contribute computing
power through cryptocurrency.
Blockchains are made to be secure by design. This is a typical
example of a distributed computing system with high Byzantine
fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus has therefore been
achieved with a blockchain. This makes blockchain potentially
suitable for the recording of events, medical records, and other
activities, such as identity management, transaction processing,
documenting provenance, food traceability, or voting and all these
can be done without a third party or central server. The bitcoin
design has been the inspiration for other applications.
Our Idea
Asterion Space is an open-source initiative to build a virtual reality
world. The founding Asterion idea is to provide a community with a
decentralized power, putting you in control of all several issues in a
fair and secure manner.
With blockchains being the full-blown backbone of virtual worlds, it
protects and manages the system, currency, assets, identity, and
governance of the virtual worlds before doing the same in the real
world. Which is where I think we will end up in the real world
eventually; it’s just a matter of which goes first and how long until
it’s the case for both.
Blockchains are a shared version of reality everyone agrees on. So
whether it’s a fully captivating virtual reality experience, amplified
reality, or Ethereum or Bitcoin in the physical world used as a
journal for the real world, blockchain can be increasingly trusted as
our basis for reality.

Asterion Governance-

Asterion decentralized
governance will be mainly responsible for facilitating decision
process within the Asterion Community. With the absence of a
central authority or an omnipotent group of developers or owners,
the decision-making process within Asterion community must be
moderated through a distributed mechanism.
Asterion is a platform, realized and deployed with a Smart Contract
that enables each owner of Asterion to vote in the process.
Asterion Tokens holders can contribute in this process.
Prerequisite for voting is Proof of Trust, deliberately locking part or
whole of their ATR Tokens balance. By so doing, voters can
participate in the voting process by showing their trust in the Token
and the Community.
The idea is to create a community of decentralized power to decide
about every important issue in fair and safe manner.
The second aim of Asterion decentralized governance is to enable
raising funds for development of our virtual world and promotional
purposes.

Token-Asterion

world will oﬀer a unique opportunity to
combine virtual entertainment with real investment and
entrepreneurship. Regardless of individual aggregate wealth,
everyone has equal rights in our world. The decentralized nature of
the bitcoin will underscore our governance system. Instead of
releasing a new blockchain we have decided to use the most
powerful and decentralized computing power on earth, which is
Bitcoin and its blockchain. ATR token is using the ethereum
technology, which is the open-source framework for digital money.
Asterion Foundation issued 130,000,000 ATR tokens. There will be
never more tokens created.

To acquire Asterion Token, you need to, first of all, go through the
following process:
➢ Get an Asterion Space account.
To get started with your system, you will be required to make an
Asterion account. Once the account is made and approved, you
now become an oﬃcial citizen of Asterion Space and become
eligible to get ATR Token.
➢ Pay With BTC or ETH
Pay with Bitcoin: You can send Bitcoin payments directly to the
Asterion Fund on our platform to get started with acquiring ATR
Tokens. With the Bitcoin, we will create your Asterion wallet, where
all currency will be safely and securely stored. If you prefer a
custom route, you can create your wallet and send us the wallet
code.
➢ Get your ATR Token
Receive ATR Tokens: We will send ATR tokens directly to your
wallet. It’s as easy as
that. You are now a participating citizen of Asterion Space.

ATR Wallets- Send and receive transactions and manage
your Asterion tokens with our wide range of wallets. You can use
various wallets to store you ATR Token. At Asterion, we have the
online desktop Google Chrome https://metamask.io/

Asterion World Citizenship- At Asterion World

we take the whole idea of Virtual Reality World Citizenship to a
whole new level. The system of citizenship will impact significantly
in the industry of virtual and social worlds. All the citizens of
Asterion will have the right to vote and be a part of the Asterion
world governance. Regardless of how wealthy an individual is,
everyone has equal rights ensuring free and fair governance.

Ethereum-

is an excellent choice for the decentralized
governance system because of its decentralized nature. Each
package includes virtual and physical items, which will be useful in
the upcoming Asterion Virtual World. The crowd sale will last until
all tokens are distributed. In case all tokens will be sold, we will still
allow the purchase citizenship but without ATR tokens.
Asterion World Technology Stack ➢ Blockstack
With Blockstack, users get digital keys that let them own their
identity. They sign in to apps locally without remote servers or
identity providers.
The storage system of the Blockstack enables users to provide
their own storage allowing individuals total control of their data.
The data is then encrypted and shared easily between applications.
Blockstack uses Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies for simple
peer-to-peer payments. Developers can charge for downloads,
subscriptions, and more.
➢ IPFS
IPFS is a peer-to-peer information bank protocol that makes the
web more eﬃcient and open. It brings the possibility of high
volume data distribution with high eﬃciency without duplication
hence, saving storage space.

All of the blocks within each file has an individual fingerprint known
as the cryptographic hash. IPFS erases all copies across the
network and traces history versions for all files. Every network node
stores only interested contents and other information pointers that
can help in figuring out which individual is data and determining the
content of the data.
When searching for files, you're requesting that the network should
find nodes and store the content in an individual hash. All files can
be located by human-readable titles with the aid of a decentralized
naming system known as the IPNS.
➢ A-frame
A-Frame is an open-source web framework used for creating
virtual reality (VR) experiences. Mozilla and the WebVR community
primarily maintain it. It is a single framework component system for
Three.js. Here, the developer creates webVR and 3D scenes using
HTML. This provides a recognizable authoring tool for the web
designers while associating a prominent gaming development
pattern that engineers use.
Although Bitcoin was formally produced to be a currency, its
scripting language allows you to store small amounts of metadata
on the blockchain, which can be used to represent asset
manipulation instructions
With the continuous development of the open source community, a
chain of stakeholders came together with the realization that in the
future, the entire business process will be transformed by the
blockchain. They believe that this business process transformation
will happen after standards have been formed around each aspect
of the stack.
The entirety of the Ethereum project taps into the largest, most
blossoming cryptocurrency ecosystem worldwide hence, Bitcoin.
Bitcoin creates a blockchain agnostic framework for digitalcurrencies that will apply those best practices to traditional finance.

The real money market economy-

Civilization has reached a collective understanding of the value of
human capital, as well as the creative power of personality in the
development of a new society. This understanding will be reflected
in the new, post-industrial community basis of the future.
At Asterion World, we oﬀer rare opportunity to combine virtual
entertainment with real investment and entrepreneurship. Some
examples of how participants are investing in Asterion include
investing in your profession, land areas, services, malls, banks,
public services, Asterion land deeds and more information on other
options coming shortly and would be announced on the site.

Asterion World Roadmap-

At Asterion, we
have a vision to build something never done before. Because of the
project complexity, we have created simple roadmap to see where
we are heading.
•

Asterion Website - Q1 2017 - Project website launch

•

Asterion World Token - Q2 2017 - Pre-sale ATR Tokens
Community Fund

•

Start Asterion Token - Q1 2018 - Vydáno celkem 450.000 ATR
Tokenů

•

Ethereum Blockchain - Q1 2018

•

Market entry - Q1 2018 - ForkDelta

•

First Asterion VR Application - Q2 2018 Asterion Token Flow
(Company digitization)

•

Asterion World Beta - Q2 2019

Conclusion- Here at Asterion, we are ambitious ready to

accomplish a lot in the months to come. We work towards the
development of an international community by creating a Virtual
reality Asterion citizens social network, creating of Avatar Software,
development of business incubator and the launch of the Asterion
World University. We also work towards an award ceremony for the
Asterion Space launch.

Asterion Space

(product) - Virtual space based on

blockchain.

• Parallel life, a second chance for life, leaving behind a track or
record. How valuable the world's historical monuments or traces
of ancestors are today. And this is our goal. There should be a
virtual immortality, including the foundations and contents for
artificial intelligence.
• Virtual reality - using 3D glasses and the possibility to look into
the Asterion space. It will show the entire planet of Asterion.
Using 3D camera, you can insert virtual content into Asterion
Space. Visualize my business or services. 3D visit. Everybody
gets instructions and technical parameters how to create such a
video. Alternatively, we can create a custom order.
• Citizenship - the opportunity to be an oﬃcial part of the emerging
community and Asterion's parallel world. Voting.
• Possibility to be Asterion Guard (partner or substantial person in
Asterion)

• Internal use of the ATR currency.
• Presentation Avatar - Presents a project, company or person. The
software in which you create Avatars and give them what to do.
• The ability to implement on your own site.

• Recording Avatar - Software in which you create your identity
and share your experience or information in the central brain.
Great use for diﬀerent industries.
• Adding your own project with the possibility of getting a grant
from citizens. New style of subsidies.
• Clone owns the company into this space.
• Custom tokenizations see Asterion Services - Services from A to
Z, global promotion. The best security features for Token. Safe,
MetaMask. Securing both the token and the identity and space.
We place great emphasis on that.
• Every citizen has the ability to buy the Tokens of others to
support or be part of the projects.
• The ability to create your own communities.

The potential of Asterion Token.

• Total amount of 130,000,000 Tokens- https://etherscan.io/token/
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086
• There are about 740,000 Asterion Tokens among citizens. (ATR)
Marketable at: https://forkdelta.github.io/#!/trade/ATR-ETH
• Blockchain - https://etherscan.io/token/
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086
• Verified Source Code - https://etherscan.io/address/
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086#code
• Sales Dept. - https://etherscan.io/token/
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086?
a=0x5841ab4d7c4fa06f445098c96e132b501a4fd0d3
• Design Dept. - https://etherscan.io/token/
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086?
a=0x157d9ce5f5013482902a833ﬀeaf9aa67f07640a
https://etherscan.io/token/
• Reserve
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086?
a=0x8495bd2c8a582da563050ad41ddcea8c748286be
• Development - https://etherscan.io/token/
0x93713bf12ba1bb55edf94298a302a8fc9d118086?
a=0x0bdbc277832959401fc14ﬀ70f7e9209011332cf

OUR SERVICES NOW
Comprehensive services for digitization or so-called tokenisation of
companies including PR and exchanger.
Token- by agreement, we create a corporate token and verified
source code. (ERC 20)
Listing of our services
As an Asterion citizen, you have the ability to clone your company
into Asterion Space, or use our services to create our own
company.

• Clone (digitization) of the company or person to Asterion Space
• Project creation (basic elements)
• Create your own token
• BlockExplorer
• Token verification
• Wallet - Metamask, Trezor
• Github
• Bitcointalk
• PR Asterion Space and World Media
• Creation of ICO
• Create White paper
• Listing into exchangers

Media

https://www.google.cz/search?
q=asterion+space+token+ico+enters+second+phase+
to+build+new+virtual+citizenship&oq=asterion&aqs=c
h
r
o
m
e
.
5.69i59j69i57j69i60l3j69i59.7251j0j8&sourceid=chrome
&ie=UTF-8

The big bang of Asterion Space
Asterion Space Introduces Product that Helps Virtual
Citizens Manage their Digital Assets
Tokenization product helps businesses manage their assets and grow
their virtual brands
BIG BANG of ASTERION SPACE (July 1, 2018) – The future of land

ownership is virtual and Asterion Space, an open-source initiative to
build a virtual reality world, is leading efforts to use virtual reality to
build the communities of the future. Today, Asterion Space takes
virtual living one step forward by introducing Token Flow, a unique
product that allows companies convert their physical assets into
digital.
Tokenization is the next step in creating a virtualized civilization.
Through tokenization, users can convert rights to an asset into a
digital token on a blockchain. The “real world” contains a variety of
assets, including stock and real estate. Many of these assets are
difficult to physically transfer. Through Asterion Space’s Token Flow,
businesses can use this product to work with other companies,
transfer assets, create a solid foundation for their business or
further develop their results.
"Next steps are behind us and others ahead of us," says Paul AG,
co founder. “As a citizen, you can get citizenship using the tokens

that feature every virtual space of m2. All 130,000,000 tokens are
accounted

for - 60 percent for citizens, 30 percent for developers, and 10
percent are reserved. This year, Asterion will form the core of this
space, including its Avatar.”
Hovering over nearly 5,000 members, the Asterion Space
community has seen much growth. The company’s goal is to reach
100 million users by 2025.

“In addition to this new bitcoin-based technology, we are introducing
the Bank of ASTERION,” says Ales Erbr, Co-founder. “This will
provide users with a variety of services at a global level in the
cryptosphere. It is an investment crypt bank that will offer a share of
the profit. Users will be able to buy shares of companies that exist
as a part of the bank's current

portfolio. They will use state-of-the-art security features to prevent
theft or loss of resources.”
Managed in partnership with Asterion Space, the bank will handle
all the resources of users. Given the history of Asterion Space and
trends in bitcoin cryptome, Investors will be happy to know they
have the opportunity to value their resources a thousand times over.
It is predicted that the value of the Asterion or square meter token in
this world may be several thousand dollars in the future.
To learn more about Asterion Space or Token Flow, visit https://
www.asterion.space/.

About Asterion Space
Asterion Space is an open-source initiative to build a virtual reality
world. It uses blockchain technology to claim and transfer virtual
land, keeping a permanent record of ownership and will enable to
create virtual communities in near future. A public VR world should
be ruled by open standards, shielded from the agenda of any
central organization. In Asterion, users are land owners and have
full control over the content of their land. To make this possible,
Asterion uses blockchain technology as a permanent immutable
record of ownership.
Asterion Space Token ICO Enters Second Phase, to build
New Virtual Citizenship
(January 30, 2018) – Asterion, the new virtual reality community
where citizens will live without a central governance, has entered
the second round of its ICO of the Asterion token. The first round
(ATR 1) has successfully finished by selling its entire corpus of
100,000 tokens, and the ongoing ATR 2 (with 150,000 tokens) has
now sold over 100,000 tokens.
Asterion Space takes virtual citizenship into a new dimension. The
virtual world is a decentralized community where everyone is in
control of respective issues, and interactions and transactions are
powered by distributed computing and blockchain. The platform is
open source, and deploys smart contracts to empower every
individual in the voting process. Each token is priced at USD1,
and proceeds will go towards developing the virtual world and
promotions. Post ATR 2, the next round of ATR T will begin.
Asterion will enable participants to invest in a wide range of
avenues, such as their profession, land areas, services, malls,

banks or public services. The Asterion space will comprise users
who in the near future will live in virtual communities as land

owners with full control over their titles, and shielded from central
organizations. Another potential activity is aiding scientific
research using the Asterion computing network for carrying out
massive computing.
“We are creating and realizing a new strategy for the trajectory of
humankind. The Asterion Space is for everyone who wants to be
part of something new, something revolutionary. Asterion World
will offer unique opportunities to combine virtual entertainment
with real investment and entrepreneurship. No matter your
aggregated wealth, everyone has equal rights in our world,” says
a spokesperson from Asterion.
The new Asterion community is open to everyone who wants to
live a new way of life. To participate, users can create an Asterion
account and upon approval take on official citizenship of Asterion
Space. Tokens can then be bought using Bitcoin to be sent to the
Asterion fund. All tokens are then transferred to the user’s
Asterion wallet, or to their preferred wallet.
As Asterion citizens, participants will have voting rights, and will
influence social and virtual industries around the world. The
supporter package also offers VR World Citizenship, a Virtual
Passport and voting rights. The Asterion team is currently working
towards expanding its virtual world to create an international
community, a citizen’s social network, an Avatar software, a
business incubator, the Asterion World University, and an Awards
ceremony for the launch of Asterion Space.

Asterion Space believes that civilization has reached a collective
understanding of the value of human capital, as well as the
creative power of personality in the development of a new society.

This understanding will be reflected in the new, post-industrial
community basis of the future.
For more information, please visit: https://www.asterion.space/

